INSTRUCTIONS ON BUILDING A 36” WIDE HAND LOOM

A practical hand loom may be built by anyone mechanically minded and capable of following these directions and
drawings. This type of loom is especially adapted to home construction because it utilizes standard size lumber
and hardware.
To the prospective builder our drawings may seem complicated but really they are not after you have studied
them. We have designed this loom in detail and there is no guess work. You can look at our drawings and find
the exact dimensions for each piece.
Before starting to build this loom, take our raw stock sheets Nos. 7 and 8 and shop around your junk yard for
pipe, steel pieces, bolts, nuts, etc. Also second hand lumber can be used. Get all lined up on your materials
before you start. If you can’t buy some of the parts local1y, buy from us. We carry some of them in stock and
will ship at once, see catalog.
This loom building is no doubt a spare time job but do not drag it out or you may lose the pleasure and interest in
building it.
In building this loom, first make and assemble the frame on drawing No.2 and that will assist you with all the
other parts because they are all attached to this frame. Next, build the rest of the frame as shown on drawing
No.3. Next build the front and rear beams and it is very important that you drill the holes in the beams straight so
that the axles will turn true. The pedals, part No.18. also lathe supports, part No. 11. are made by ripping a 2 x
4 as shown on drawings No.3 and 4. Next, make the heddle frames and other parts on drawing No.4. Next,
make the parts on drawing No. 5 then you are ready to finish the assembly. The assembled loom is shown on
drawing No. 1. The details on drawing No.6 are for accessories such as the comb to put on the warp, the
shuttles to wind on the rags and the spool rack to put the warp on the rear beam. and the hook to thread the
warp through the reed and heddles. The counter assists in putting the same amount of warp on each bout. We
sell these parts complete, see catalog.
There are only three (3) parts necessary to buy: the ratchet No.69 reed No. 70 and heddles No.7, which can he
purchased at reasonable prices. see catalog.
After completing your loom and accessories you are ready to place the warp on your loom for weaving. This is
done by putting the spools on the spool rack and winding them on your rear beam then threading them through
the heddles and reed and tying the warp to your apron. Part No. 51. If you have not previously woven, it is best
to get a book on weaving, from your library, or we will furnish you the complete instruction8 for warping your
loom the different widths. For $1.25 postage prepaid.
Looms have been built from these drawings and are now in use. Every precaution has been taken for accuracy
but it is not guaranteed. If you find an error please write as we want to have these plans as perfect as possible.
We want to assist you in building this loom and any questions of fact or admission will be answered if you enclose
a 10¢ stamp. Other questions about making the loom different from our drawings will be answered to the best of
our ability. for 50¢.
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